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E d i t o r i a l

Nou Lavi i  Depan lo Laplant

We get out of bed in the morning, hopefully eat 
breakfast, go to work or school, live our lives, return 
to bed, sleep….. Most of us are lucky enough to 
earn money that will buy us food and clothes and 
rarely think about where these things originally 
come from. Perhaps if we grow our own vegetables 
or fruits, we appreciate these food sources as we 
harvest the products. But reflect a little - how many 
plants have you used today? Perhaps your 5 daily 
portions of fruits/vegetables? Maybe rice, bread, 
cornflakes, peanuts? What are you wearing? Is it 
made from plant material? Do you use water, soap or 
toothpaste? Wait a minute... those do not come from 
plants.... or do they...? Do you use electricity, gas for 
cooking, take a bus or drive a car? Where does fossil 
fuel come from? (the name alone gives you a clue 
as to how plants might be involved!). So, if you think 
about it.... perhaps plants really are more important 
than we assumed. Perhaps we need reminding that 
we humans are just one part of the many complex 
and interlinked networks and processes that together 
form our Earth, our one small planet.

The theme for this issue of Kapisen comes from 
the title of the exhibition which has formed a major 
part of our joint Herbarium Project with the Natural 
History Museum in Seychelles (see Kapisen 13): 
“Our Lives Depend on Plants / ‘Nou Lavi i Depan 
lo Laplant’”. This exhibition was developed to create 
more awareness amongst Seychellois and visitors 
about the importance of plants in our lives. Kapisen 
15’s pages therefore mainly reflect information that 
was displayed either as posters (p. 6-9, 12-14) or as 
interactive exhibits (p. 4-5), and so brings portions 
of the exhibition to a wider audience. Some topics 
have been discussed in more detail in other issues 
of Kapisen, so we have added issue numbers and 
pages for reference. 

In these pages you enter the world of plants through 
our daily life (p. 3), through learning about our forests 
(p. 6-7) and our native plants (p. 8-9). You also learn 
how threatened some of our endemic species are (p. 
12) and discover how explorations for the Herbarium 
Project have enabled a measure also for rarity (p. 10-
11). But much can be done to help plants, whether 
through your own activities (p.14) or by others, and 
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we present an interesting new conservation project 
by local farmers (p. 15) and some new research 
into our iconic Coco de Mer palm (p. 17). As usual 
we include an activity page (p. 16, adapted from 
the exhibition), PCA News (p.18) and Notes from 
the Field (p. 20). We also value feedback from our 
readers and are especially grateful for some recent 
supportive comments (p. 22). Thank you! As we have 
not included a literature update since Issue 12 (Sept. 
2011), we have created a separate Annex (p 24-26). 

Please feel free to share this issue with friends and 
colleagues or send them the website links. Thank 
you and enjoy reading Kapisen.

Editorial Team: Katy Beaver, Eva Schumacher and 
Christoph Kueffer 

Cover photo: Elke Talma

All photos not credited: contributed by PCA

The digital pdf version of Kapisen can be downloaded:
www.pcaseychelles.org/kapisen.html
www.plantecology.ethz.ch/publications/books/kapisen

Email: pca.seychelles@gmail.com

Tel: 4241104 or 2574619
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A day in our life

Katy Beaver
PCA member
kbeaver@seychelles.net

How important are plants in our everyday lives - for 
things that we need and use every day? 

Of course there are food plants such as fresh fruits 
and vegetables and basic carbohydrate foods that we 
cook, such as rice, bread and cassava. But we often 
forget how much processing many plants require 
after harvesting and before we can cook them – e.g. 
white rice must first be milled to remove the outer 
husk, wheat must be ground into flour before it can 
be turned into bread or macaroni. And the food we 
buy in cans, jars and bottles all has to be processed 
in some way before we can eat it. And of course if 
you eat fish or meat (or even eggs, milk and cheese), 
remember that many animals require plants as food.

But are food plants the only plants we use every 
day? What about our clothes and shoes, our bed 
linen and curtains, our furniture, tools, bags, books 
and pencils? Even if they are not made directly from 
plants (e.g. clothes from cotton), there is often a 
close link, for example shoe leather is made from the 
skins of animals which ultimately depend on plants 
for food. 

How do you keep your body, hair and teeth clean? 
Most probably using scented soap, shampoo and 

toothpaste - all contain extracts from plants, as 
does the perfume you may use for a special night 
out. Clothes and cooking utensils and bathrooms 
also need to be kept clean, usually with detergents 
containing plant extracts and kept in plastic bottles. 
Although some plastics are now made from 
processed plant material, most are synthesized from 
petrochemicals derived from oil or coal. Extracted 
from under the ground, both coal and petroleum 
were once living plants that subsequently died and 
were fossilized and buried under layers of rock. This 
is also the origin of synthetic fibres used for fabrics.

Where does most of the energy come from to 
transport us to school and work, to light our homes 
and power our TVs and mobile phones, and bring 
the goods we need to import from overseas? Even 
glass jars, bottles, metal cans and china crockery 
require energy to extract the required substances 
from the ground and turn them into the containers 
we need. Hopefully you can work out the answer to 
this energy question!

And this is without mentioning the fact that plants 
provide us with oxygen, shade, act as carbon 
storage, help in providing us with a freshwater supply, 
perform many other vital roles in the environment 
(see page 7) as well as giving us joy in our gardens 
and beautiful scenery to admire and explore.

In other words, OUR LIVES DEPEND ON PLANTS 
– NOU LAVI I DEPAN LO LAPLANT!

    

From getting out of bed in the morning to going back to bed at night – some of the things we use every day.
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Fun for all!
Learning can be much more enjoyable when there are things to do rather than just things to read! The most 
popular interactive exhibits were “Do you trust your nose?” and “Do you trust your fingers”, where children 
and adults alike enjoyed guessing what spices were in the small pots, and what fruits and seeds, etc were 
hidden in the box. (Photos for PCA by Katy Beaver and Elke Talma)
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One of the forest posters from the exhibition “Our Lives Depend on Plants” (For more information on Seychelles 
forests, read the main articles in Kapisen 12).

History of forests in Seychelles granitic islands

For more information on Seychelles forests, read the main articles in Kapisen 12.
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One of the forest posters from the exhibition “Our Lives Depend on Plants” (For more information on Seychelles 
forests, read the main articles in Kapisen 12).

How forests help us

For more information on Seychelles forests, read the main articles in Kapisen 12.
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Discovering more about our plants

For more information about our native plants, try looking at the PCA website: www.pcaseychelles.org
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Discovering more about our plants

For more information about Seychelles Forgotten Plants see Kapisen 10
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On the rarest plants of Seychelles

Bruno Senterre
PCA Member, Université Libre de Bruxelles
bsenterre@gmail.com

Introduction
This current issue of Kapisen is about “plants in our 
lives”. Therefore, as I was invited to contribute an 
article, I thought that it would be most appropriate to 
write about those plants which are most rare in our 
lives.

We often hear or think that the rarest plant of 
Seychelles (and maybe of the world) is the famous 
Bwa mediz (Medusagyne oppositifolia). This plant 
is indeed restricted to Seychelles (endemic) and it 
can be seen in a very limited number of sites. But 
how can we define and quantify “rarity”, and are 
there other species even rarer than Bwa mediz? 
These are actually difficult questions and regardless 
of definitions (e.g. Gaston & Fuller 2009; Kunin & 
Gaston 1997; Rabinowitz 1981), the native species 
of Seychelles have never been ranked for rarity. 
Important studies have been done, but focusing 
mostly on the endemics (Carlström 1996, Gerlach 
1997, Huber & Ismail 2006, see also Kapisen No. 1 
p.8, No. 3 p.14, No. 6 p.15).

Over the past few years, further work has been 
enabled through the ‘Herbarium Project’ (Kapisen 
13), which has resulted in a large database of 
knowledge on the flora of Seychelles and on species 
distribution. This has been lately augmented through 
a major study on Seychelles Key Biodiversity Areas 
(KBA) in the inner granitic islands, funded by GEF, in 
which PCA was also a leader. These recent studies 
allowed us to assess with more detail the rare plants 
of Seychelles.

Data collection
Among the ca. 376 native vascular plants (i.e. 
flowering plants and ferns) of the inner islands, 
a list has been compiled for the 152 rarest and/
or most threatened species. For these species, all 
known records have been compiled in a database, 
including existing specimens, literature and orally 
transmitted sight records. In addition, extensive field 
explorations were set up on several islands in order 
to complete the dataset on species distribution. 
In total, 5493 records have been compiled for the 
selected 152 species, including 4862 records with 
known geographic coordinates.

Estimation of rarity
The concept of rarity includes several aspects, such 
as geographic range, population size, species local 
abundance, ecological range, etc. Most of these data 
are still missing, but the recent studies introduced 
above provide the perfect material to assess one of 
the most important aspects of rarity, i.e. the area of 
occupancy (AOO). In order to rank species according 
to their rarity, we divided the Seychelles inner islands 
into a grid made of square cells, each one 500 x 500 
m. Then, for each species, we counted the number 
of grid cells of occurrence (AOO). 

Lastreopsis hornei in a montane ravine close to Morne 
Seychellois; last seen by Horne in 1870s; rediscovered in 
2011 (B Senterre).

Piper silhouettanum, known only from one locality in 
the “Pisonia forest” (= “Dans Mapou”), on Silhouette (B 
Senterre).
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Results
The analyses show that ca. 70 species are 
actually rarer than Bwa mediz (known from 11 grid 
cells). These include 20 endemic species and 50 
indigenous. Looking closer at the endemics, 4 are 
actually thought extinct (e.g. Vernonia sechellensis, 
Oeceoclades seychellarum) and 4 are still dubious 
taxa (e.g. Bwa papay varieties). Among the 12 other 
rarest endemics, we have Psychotria silhouettae 
and Piper silhouettanum both known from only one 
single grid cell. These species are indeed among the 
rarest plants in the world, and they both occur in the 
“Pisonia forest”, on Silhouette.

Another of the rarest endemics was recently 
rediscovered by us, and this is Lastreopsis hornei. 
This plant is a relatively large fern (up to 70 cm high) 
which had been seen only in the 1870s, by Horne. It is 
really a rare species, found only in the lower montane 
forest and especially in the tree fern belt (Senterre 
2011) of Mahé and Silhouette. Each population is 
known from just a few individuals, clumped into deep 
ravines. What is also interesting about this species is 
that when Horne collected it, he missed the rhizome 
of the plant. Unfortunately, rhizome scales include the 
key characters to distinguish several closely related 
species found in Madagascar. So now that we have 
a rhizome specimen we can find out whether our 
rediscovery will confirm its endemism.
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Antrophyum callifolium on a trunk of Latannyen fey 
at Jardin Maron (Silhouette); this is the only known 
individual; last seen by Horne in 1870s; rediscovered in 
2012 (B Senterre):.

This example illustrates in my view that rarity at the 
national scale, and especially for oceanic island 
nations, is a more important criterion to consider 
than just endemism. Endemism is important of 
course, but it is often forgotten that there might 
be uncertainty on the endemism status of a given 
species. Several of the Seychelles “endemics” 
have now been discovered elsewhere (e.g. Pisonia 
sechellarum in Mayotte), or taxonomic studies have 
revealed that they were not significantly different 
from other species outside Seychelles (e.g. Bwa 
sandal, Bwa dir ble, Bwa kasan-d-montanny). 
Focusing only or too much on endemism is therefore 
very risky. In addition, quite a few indigenous species 
are also extremely rare (e.g. Antrophyum callifolium 
and spp., Calanthe triplicata, Pseuderanthemum 
subviscosum, Viscum triflorum, etc.) and deserve 
special attention in terms of conservation. For more 
details, see the KBA report (Senterre et al. 2013).
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Our green insurance policy

Actively helping and protecting our endemic plants is important. If we don’t, they could become extinct 
and will then be lost FOREVER.

But we also need to look after ALL our plants, so that they will continue to support us and our future 
generations, for we are part of a larger ecosystem, part of planet Earth and we depend on the services 
which plants provide.

Actions that are helping our endemic plants include restoration and ex situ conservation (Kapisen 9), 
in situ conservation (Kapisen 8 & 14), upgrading the herbarium (Kapisen 13), public education and 
awareness (Kapisen 13 + almost all issues), and sharing scientific info (all Kapisen issues).
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Our green insurance policy

Threats to our native plants were the subject of Kapisen 11.
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Our green insurance policy

See also Kapisen 14, p.15.
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Saving neglected, rare and old local 
food crops

Jose Guerreiro & Juliana Brutus
Val d’Andor Farmers’ Association
valdendoref@hotmail.com

We have started a project to collect and save old, 
neglected and rare local food crops. Many older 
varieties of agricultural crops are no longer cultivated, 
either because they have become rare or are less 
productive, or farmers simply prefer to buy newer 
high-yield varieties from overseas. Also, consumers 
lack awareness about these old food crops so there 
is little demand on the market, particularly amongst 
the younger generation. But if this continues, we will 

lose very important genetic diversity that could be 
useful to us in the future, particularly with climate 
change creating unpredictable conditions for small 
farmers. Some of these old varieties may be more 
able to withstand long droughts or heavy rainfall, so 
that they could provide us with food if the regular 
varieties fail.

Our project started towards the end of 2012 and has 
the support of the Seychelles Agricultural Agency 
(SAA), and we are supported by funding from the 
GEF Small Grants Programme. So far we have 
established an inventory of these crops; we have 
provided training for members of the Val d’Andor 
farmers association and their families about how to 
research these crops, as well as for other interested 
individuals in the community; and we have built a 
nursery in which to raise the crops and to produce 
further seeds for propagation. We have already 
collected a significant number of the crops featured 
in the inventory but we need to extend our efforts 
to further afield and collect plants from different 
locations.

We are happy that the Seychelles Agricultural Agency 
provided land on which we could build our nursery as 
our project is meant to contribute to national efforts. 
Although the project is a local community initiative, 
we hope that our work will spread beyond the Val 
d’Andor community. We plan to produce educational 
and awareness information so that many people can 
become interested and involved in the conservation 
of rare crops. They could provide us with more seeds 
and planting material or they may wish to grow some 
of these crops themselves, either on farms or in 
home gardens. So we will sell plants to the public 
at appropriate national events, such as the National 
Expo in June. We also want to encourage more 
people to consume these crops, so we may have to 
find new recipes for them to try. In October we shall 
be selling plants at a Tambola and “Manze Kreol dan 
leo Val dendor”.

Collecting and recording rare crop information from 
local residents.

Building the nursery for rare and unusual crops.

Among the crops we are collecting and growing are 
Indian Plum (mason), Surinam cherry (Rousay), 
Bilimbelle (Bilenbel), Manbolo, Grenadin, Patchouli 
(Patsouli), Vilakwa and Aerial Yam (Ponm edwar), 
as well as crop varieties such as Mayok Kafe, Patat 
Gro Fanm, Bannann Senzak Simiwe and Tomat 
Montanny.

All photos from Val D’Andor Farmers Association.

The farmers planting a variety of Patat (Sweet Potato) 
near the nursery
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Our native food plants
Imagine you were shipwrecked in Seychelles in 1513... 500 years ago! What would you find to eat? Perhaps 
fish, giant tortoises, blue pigeons or fruit bats.... as long as you could catch them! But what about plants? 
Were there any native plants that could be used as food?

All the plants listed below are present in Seychelles now and can be eaten. BUT which were present in 
Seychelles in 1513, long before people settled here (1770)?

Zanbroza 
Syzygium jambos

Zanblon
Syzygium cumini

Bigarad
Citrus reticulata

Zak
Artocarpus
heterophyllus

Vavang
Vangueria
madagascariensis

Tanmaren
Tamarindus indica

Sapot
Pouteria campechiana

Prin
Flacourtia jangomas

Palmis
Deckenia nobilis

Vyeyfiy 
Lantana camara

Kreson lanmar
Ceratopteris cornuta

Santol
Sandoricum koetjape

Franbwaz
Rubus rosifolius

Bwa kalou
Memecylon eleagni

Bwa dir
Pyrostria bibracteata

Bodanmyen
Indian almond
Terminalia catappa

Prindefrans
Chrysobalanus icaco

Bilenbel
Phyllanthus acidus

Rousay
Eugenia uniflora

(Latin names have been included so that overseas readers can 
have a go at this activity too!)

Answers see page 22.

Photos:
Prin: copyright Ken Love, 
all others: internet and 
PCA sources
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Exciting Coco de Mer research un-
derway

Emma Morgan
PhD student, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
emma.morgan@usys.ethz.ch

I’m a first-year PhD student from ETH Zürich 
(Switzerland) looking at regeneration in the 
endangered Seychelles endemic palm Lodoicea 
maldivica (Coco de mer) and the effects of past 
and present habitat degradation and fragmentation 
on the health of the species. Previous work has 
indicated that, under the current harvesting intensity 
of Coco de mer nuts, the proportion of juveniles 
and consequently the population size will gradually 
decline (Rist et al. 2010).

The three-year project involves examining the 
breeding system and population structure of Coco 
de mer, and mapping all individuals within natural-
looking patches where many seedlings and young 
trees are clustered around a mother tree. I will work 
on the four remaining substantial populations of Coco 
de mer: Vallée de Mai, Fond Peper, Fond Ferdinand 
and Curieuse. 

Between February and May this year, I completed 
my first field season in Seychelles. Among other 
activities I took small leaf samples for genetic 
analysis. The use of molecular techniques will provide 
answers to some questions which cannot easily be 
answered via other methods: Which trees are the 

Literature
Rist L, Kaiser-Bunbury CN, Fleischer-Dogley F, et al. 

2010. Sustainable harvesting of Coco de Mer, Lo-
doicea maldivica, in the Vallée de Mai, Seychelles. 
Forest Ecology and Management 260:2224-2231.Emma relaxing on a beach. 

  

mother and father of a particular juvenile? How far 
does pollen travel? Are there genetic differences 
between populations? What sex are the seedlings 
and juveniles? How inbred is each population? 

My research is carried out in partnership with 
Seychelles Islands Foundation (SIF), and in 
collaboration with Seychelles National Parks 
Authority (SNPA), Praslin Development Fund (PDF) 
and with Global Vision International (GVI) on one 
aspect of the project. My supervisor in Seychelles 
is Chris Kaiser-Bunbury, and my supervisors in 
Switzerland are Chris Kettle and Peter Edwards.

With so many questions about Coco de mer 
remaining unanswered, partly due to the species’ 
long life-span, hopefully I will return to Praslin next 
year with some interesting findings, contributing to 
the understanding of this iconic Seychelles palm.

Coco de Mer palm (L Chong-Seng).
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PCA News

In our 10th Anniversary Issue (November 2012), we forgot to mention an organisation, the Eden Project in 
UK, that was influential in promoting the formation of PCA and very supportive in the first years. In fact, two 
Eden Project staff, Tony Kendle and Juliet Rose, were present at PCA’s first meeting in August 2002. At that 
first meeting, they emphasised the potential for international networking for plant conservation work in a 
small island nation, particularly with respect to the Global Strategy for Plant Conservation (GSPC). Indeed, 
PCA was later involved in preparing Seychelles’ national response to the GSPC, which became one of the 
first such national initiatives worldwide (Kapisen 2 special issue). There was also close collaboration in the 
PhD research of Alistair Griffiths on the conservation of the critically endangered Belzamin sovaz (Impatiens 
gordonii) (Kapisen 2, p 6-7), and in 2008, Alistair returned as part of an Eden Project team that facilitated an 
inspirational 3-day workshop on education for sustainability (Kapisen 9, p 17). 

North Island collaboration: The new “North Island Vegetation Management Plan 2013-2017” is the second 
five year plan for North Island that PCA has completed in collaboration with senior landscape and environment 
staff on the island. It will guide the vegetation rehabilitation programme for the next few years, again taking 
an ecosystem and adaptive management approach. The main focus will be consolidation of what has already 
been achieved, through linking smaller zones into major areas where native species are becoming dominant 
so that there is less fragmentation and fewer edge effects. Our partnership with North Island has recently 
changed so that we can be more flexible. We will continue to follow general progress in the rehabilitation 
programme and provide advice when requested, but any other work will be carried out through mutual 
agreement on a consultancy basis.

One aspect of our previous vegetation monitoring on North Island in the last few years has been the effects 
of the prolonged drought. Not only has there been less rain during the dry seasons but also relatively little 
during the wet season, so that the total annual rainfall for each of the past 3 years (2010-2012) has been 
considerably less than that of the previous 5 years (2005-2009). In fact for 2012 the annual rainfall was half 
that of the average for that 5 year period (1148 mm compared with an average 2139 mm). Consequently, in 
bouldery areas with relatively little soil, the rehabilitated native vegetation suffered, losing many leaves and 
in some cases even dying.

The same rehabilitated rocky area of North Island on 28 Aug 2010, after 1 year of drought, and 01 Sept 2012, after 3 
years of drought.
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Plant Photo Competition winning photos displayed at a community 
centre on Praslin (SIF).

Awareness and outreach – Earth Day 2013
For Earth Day 2013, a youth event drawing attention to “The Face of Climate Change” was mounted at the 
University of Seychelles. PCA took part with a small display highlighting the possible effects of climate change 
on the biodiversity of the mist forest - if the temperature rises, the cloud layer might form above the mountain 
tops for increasing periods, reducing the humidity required by the flora and fauna living there. Where can they 
go? There is no higher ground! (Kapisen 12, p 8-9)

Another event was Biodiversity Day, focussing on water and biodiversity, and this event was held in a 
shopping mall, so a greater variety of people came through to view the different displays by government and 
non government organisations. For these kinds of events, PCA can make good use of the posters which were 
developed for the Herbarium Project exhibition (see photo), because they are all relevant to the importance 
of plants in our lives and to the plant conservation work of our organisation.

Awareness and outreach –
Photo Competition Exhibition
As well as taking the main PCA plant 
exhibition from the capital, Victoria, out 
to communities in other areas of Mahé, 
at the end of 2012 we took the Plant 
Photo Competition Exhibition (Kapisen 
14, pp 10, 11, 16) even further afield, to 
the island of Praslin. The display was 
mounted at both the community centres 
on Praslin, as well as at the Visitor Centre 
of Vallée de Mai World Heritage Site, 
with the assistance of Seychelles Islands 
Foundation (SIF).

PCA displays: Earth Day (22 April): “The Face of Climate Change” (left) and Biodiversity Day (22 May): “Water and 
Biodiversity”.

Collaboration with ETH Zurich: Marine Beaud, who did the field work for her Master thesis on the functional 
diversity of the Seychelles flora in November/December 2010, in collaboration with PCA and under the 
supervision of Christoph Kueffer, won the ETH silver medal for her Master thesis. This is a prize awarded 
each year to the very best theses across all ETH departments. Congratulations Marine!
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New Pest
Unfortunately we have to report yet another new pest introduction 
into Seychelles. A new species of mealy bug is attacking mainly 
Papaya trees, badly affecting the growth and ripening of the fruits, 
and eventually killing the tree. According to Seychelles Agriculture 
Agency, this pest is mainly in the north and east of Mahé at the 
moment but is highly likely to spread, so do keep a look out for it, 
especially on papaya, frangipani and hibiscus. But more importantly, 
if anyone sees this insect on a native plant species, please let us 
know, giving plant name, location, date and if possible a photo (our 
contacts are on page 23). Do not confuse this mealy bug with a 
more common white waxy mealy bug which has yellow markings 
and is already found on certain native species e.g. Ficus lutea 
(lafous granfey). The new mealy bug species is usually present in 
large numbers and as the insects grow larger they become covered 
with a mass of white threads that looks like cotton wool. When there 
are many insects together, this is what seems to cover whole fruits.

New mealy bug pest of Papaya - on fruits (top, right) and on underside of leaf (lower, 
left); lover, right - another common mealy bug (K Beaver).

Notes from the Field

Moyenne Island
The first PCA field trip of 2013 was to Moyenne Island, which at just 9 hectares, is the smallest 
and the most recently designated (2008) of Seychelles’ National Parks. The island is now managed 
by the Moyenne Island Foundation, a non-profit organisation set up by the previous owner, Brendon 
Grimshaw, who died in 2012.  Brendon and his Seychellois friend Rene Lafortune, between the early 
1970s and 2012, converted the scrub covered island into peaceful shady woodland, much loved by 
overseas visitors and locals alike. Although Brendon introduced many native plant species, particularly 
in later years, much of the island is covered with introduced species such as Mahogany and Kalis 
dipap (Tabebuia), which were the most abundant seedlings available from the Forestry Department in 
the 1970s and ‘80s. However there are native coastal species such as Var (Hibiscus tiliaceus), Vakwa 
bordmer (Pandanus balfourii), many planted Takamaka (Calophyllum inophyllum) and an old Mangliye 
pasyans (Xylocarpus moluccensis) tree; and Brendon planted several endemic Bwadnat (Mimusops 
sechellarum) which have grown into tall mature trees, as well as Bwa kalou (Memecylon eleagni), 
Kafe maron gran fey (Paragenipa wrightii) and indigenous Gayak (Intsia bijuga). There are also a few 
planted endemic palms, including Coco de mer, and until recently there was a wonderful specimen 
of one of the rarer Bwa bannann (Polyscias [Gastonia] sechellarum) but something fell on it and it 
gradually faded away. So, in the future PCA would like to assist with the continued addition of native 
species to this special little island.
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Moyenne Island - photos

Moyenne Island - Shady open woodland and spectacular eroded granite boulders with a view of the nearby 
islands of Ste Anne Marine National Park (B Hortence)

Baobab
PCA member, Andre Dufrenne, who works on Ste Anne Island 
(not far from Mahé), notes that there is a magnificent old 
Baobab tree on the island, quite close to one of the small roads 
constructed during the 1980s. Baobab (‘Moulapa’ in Creole) is 
an introduced species in Seychelles and relatively rare. In fact 2 
different species of Baobab have been introduced, both probably 
in the late 19th Century. Globally, there are 8 species of Baobab 
(Adansonia), 6 of them native to Madagascar, 1 in Africa and 
Arabia, and 1 in Australia. The one on Sainte Anne is Adansonia 
digitata (the African species), the same species as the well known 
trees on La Digue. Both have huge trunks, with all the branches 
concentrated near the top of the tree. The leaves are palmate and 
the large velvety fruits are oval. Apparently the dried pulp of the 
fruits is edible, as are the leaves, but Seychellois don’t normally 
eat them. Another species, Adansonia madagascariensis can be 
found for example at La Plaine St Andre on Mahé. This species 
also has palmate leaves but the fruits are smaller and round.

The giant trunk of the Baobab on Ste 
Anne Island measures 5 metres in 
circumference (A Dufrenne)

Flower, fruit, adult tree and leaf of Adansonia 
digitata (drawing by K Beaver from “Nature Trails 
and Walks in Seychelles, No. 10 La Digue”, 1990)
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Thank you to readers of our 10th Anniversary issue! 

“I really enjoy ‘Kapisen’ and reading it gives me a 
sense of joy that is rare in my hurried days.”

Mathieu LaBuschagne

“Congratulations on your 10th anniversary, and 
thanks to the PCA for all your wonderful work. It is 
only through enthusiasts like you that we will make 
a dent in saving the world’s flora, and that of the 
Seychelles is extremely special. I look forward to 
following what you are up to for the next 10 (and 
hopefully more) years!”

Wendy Strahm

“Very nice, comprehensive, well documented, and 
well presented. Congratulations.”

Pascal Bovet

“Many thanks for sending the latest issue of 
Kapisen, which I always enjoy. It is indeed a 
pleasure to see the review of ten years of great 
achievements by the PCA. Many congratulations.”

Peter Wyse Jackson

“I have been reading “Kapisen” for 5 years now. And 
I wish PCA a Happy 10th Anniversary and keep up 
the good work that you are doing. I am learning a 
lot from you guys and thank you for sharing your 
knowledge and expertise with all of us. I wish you 
all the best in the future as I know you have a bright 
one ahead of you.”

Philomena Hollanda

“The Special Issue looks really good. Well done!”

Aline Finger

“I read ‘Kapisen’ with great interest, and this 
special edition was amazing. I am awestruck that 
you have managed to create such an active plant-
conservation community in the Seychelles. There 
are many parts of the world that are larger and 
have many more resources that haven’t a fraction 
of what you have. You should be very proud. 
Congratulations on 10 very productive years!”

Greg Plunkett

“Another excellent issue!”

Steve Blackmore

Activity Page - Our Native Food Plants (answers)
Only FIVE of the edible plants shown in the photos were present on the islands before people settled:

Bodanmyen (you can eat the nut inside the fruit)

Bwa dir (edible fruits)

Bwa kalou (edible fruits)

Kreson lanmar (you can cook the leaves)

Palmis (the palm heart makes a salad)

All the other edible plants shown on the poster have been introduced during the past 243 years (with the 
possible exception of Vavang)
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Plant Conservation Action group – who we are and what we do

When we started: November 2002

Who we are: We are a voluntary membership organisation (NGO), with a committee elected annually. We 
have monthly meetings and regular field trips.

Our main aim is to further plant conservation in Seychelles and to work on projects that promote 
conservation action and awareness about plants in Seychelles, especially native plants.

What we do:

• Plant species identifications
• Advice on vegetation restoration/rehabilitation 
• Vegetation surveys and management plans
• Research and monitoring
• Conservation action for plants
• Capacity building
• Raising awareness about plants
• Field trips for members and plant enthusiasts

Our latest major project: The Herbarium project, which you can learn about in “Kapisen” Issue No. 13.

Website: http://www.pcaseychelles.org

Contacts: pca.seychelles@gmail.com; Telephone +248 4241104 or +248 2574619

Advice and monitoring

Conservation action

Education and awareness

Field trips and research
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